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Abstract
This paper shows that one can be competitive with the k-
means objective while operating online. In this model,
the algorithm receives vectors v1, . . . , vn one by one in
an arbitrary order. For each vector vt the algorithm out-
puts a cluster identifier before receiving vt+1. Our online
algorithm generates O˜(k) clusters whose k-means cost
is O˜(W ∗) where W ∗ is the optimal k-means cost using
k clusters.1 We also show that, experimentally, it is not
much worse than k-means++ while operating in a strictly
more constrained computational model.
1 Introduction
One of the most basic and well-studied optimization mod-
els in unsupervised Machine Learning is k-means cluster-
ing. In this problem we are given the set V of n points
(or vectors) in Euclidian space. The goal is to partition
V into k sets called clusters S1, . . . , Sk and choose one
cluster center ci for each cluster Si to minimize
k∑
i=1
∑
v∈Si
||v − ci||22.
In the standard offline setting, the set of input points is
known in advance and the data access model is unre-
stricted. Even so, obtaining provably good solutions to
this problem is difficult. See Section 1.2.
In the streaming model the algorithm must consume the
data in one pass and is allowed to keep only a small (typ-
ically constant or poly-logarithmic in n) amount of infor-
mation. Nevertheless, it must output its final decisions
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1The notation O˜(·) suppresses poly-logarithmic factors.
when the stream has ended. For example, the location
of the centers for k-means. This severely restricted data
access model requires new algorithmic ideas. See Sec-
tion 1.2 for prior art. Notice that, in the streaming model,
the assignment of individual points to clusters may be-
come available only in hindsight.
In contrast, the online model of computation does not
allow to postpone clustering decisions. In this setting, an
a priori unknown number of points arrive one by one in
an arbitrary order. When a new point arrives the algo-
rithm must either put it in one of the existing clusters or
open a new cluster (consisting of a single point). Note that
this problem is conceptually non trivial even if one could
afford unbounded computational power at every iteration.
This is because the quality of current choices depend on
the unknown (yet unseen) remainder of the stream.
In this paper, we consider the very restricted setting in
the intersection of these two models. We require the algo-
rithm outputs a single cluster identifier for each point on-
line while using space and time at most poly-logarithmic
in the length of the stream. This setting is harder than
the streaming model. On the one hand, any space effi-
cient online algorithm is trivially convertible to a stream-
ing algorithm. One could trivially keep sufficient statis-
tics for each cluster such that the centers of mass could
be computed at the end of the stream. The computational
and space overhead are independent of the length of the
stream. On the other hand, the online problem resists ap-
proximation even in one dimension and k = 2.
Consider the stream where v1 = 0 and v2 = 1 (act-
ing as one dimensional vectors). Any online clustering
algorithm must assign them to different clusters. Other-
wise, the algorithm cost is 1/2 and the optimal is cost is
trivially 0. If the the algorithm assigns v1 and v2 to dif-
ferent clusters, the third point might be v3 = c for some
c  1. At this point, the algorithm is forced to assign v3
to one of the existing clusters incurring cost of Ω(c) which
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is arbitrarily larger than the optimal solution of cost 1/2.
This example also proves that any online algorithm with a
bounded approximation factor (such as ours) must create
strictly more than k clusters.
In this work we provide algorithms for both online
k-means and semi-online k-means. In the semi-online
model we assume having a lower bound, w∗, for the total
optimal cost of k-means, W ∗, as well as an estimate for
n, the length of the stream. Algorithm 1 creates at most
O(k log n log(W ∗/w∗))
clusters in expectation and has an expected objective
value of O(W ∗). From a practical viewpoint, it is rea-
sonable to assume having rough estimates for w∗ and n.
Since the dependence on both estimates is logarithmic,
the performance of the semi-online algorithm will degrade
significantly only if our estimates are wrong by many or-
ders of magnitude. In the fully online model we do not
assume any prior knowledge. Algorithm 2 operates in
that setting and opens a comparable number of clusters
to Algorithm 1. But, its approximation factor guarantee
degrades by a log n-factor.
1.1 Motivation
In the context of machine learning, the results of k-means
were shown to provide powerful unsupervised features
[11] on par, sometimes, with neural nets for example.
This is often referred to as (unsupervised) feature learn-
ing. Intuitively, if the clustering captures most of the vari-
ability in the data, assigning a single label to an entire
cluster should be pretty accurate. It is not surprising there-
fore that cluster labels are powerful features for classifica-
tion. In the case of online machine learning, these cluster
labels must also be assigned online. The importance of
such an online k-means model was already recognized in
machine learning community [10, 12].
For information retrieval, [9] investigated the incre-
mental k-centers problem. They argue that clustering al-
gorithms, in practice, are often required to be online. We
observe the same at Yahoo. For example, when suggest-
ing news stories to users, we want to avoid suggesting
those that are close variants of those they already read. Or,
conversely, we want to suggest stories which are a part of
a story-line the user is following. In either scenario, when
Yahoo receives a news item, it must immediately decide
what cluster it belongs to and act accordingly.
1.2 Prior Art
In the offline setting where the set of all points is known in
advance, Lloyd’s algorithm [20] provides popular heuris-
tics. It is so popular that practitioners often simply re-
fer to it as k-means. Yet, only recently some theoreti-
cal guaranties were proven for its performance on “well
clusterable” inputs [23]. The k-means++ [5] algorithm
provides an expected O(log(k)) approximation or an ef-
ficient seeding algorithm. A well known theoretical algo-
rithm is due to Kanungo et al. [18]. It gives a constant
approximation ratio and is based on local search ideas
popular in the related area of design and analysis of algo-
rithms for facility location problems, e.g., [6]. Recently,
[2] improved the analysis of [5] and gave an adaptive sam-
pling based algorithm with constant factor approximation
to the optimal cost. In an effort to make adaptive sam-
pling techniques more scalable, [8] introduced k-means‖
which reduces the number of passes needed over the data
and enables improved parallelization.
The streaming model was considered by [3] and [22]
and later by [1]. They build upon adaptive sampling ideas
from [5, 8] and branch-and-bound techniques from [17].
The first (to our knowledge) result in online clustering
dates back the k-centers result of [9]. For k-means an Ex-
pectation Maximization (EM) approach was investigated
by [19]. Their focus was on online EM as a whole but
their techniques include online clustering. They offer very
encouraging results, especially in the context of machine
learning. To the best of our understanding, however, their
techniques do not extend to arbitrary input sequences. In
contrast, the result of [10] provides provable results for
the online setting in the presence of base-k-means algo-
rithm as experts.
A closely related family of optimization problems is
known as facility location problems. Two standard vari-
ants are the uncapacitated facility location problem (or
the simple plant location problem in the Operations Re-
search jargon) and the k-median problem. These prob-
lems are well-studied both from computational and the-
oretic viewpoints (a book [13] and a survey [24] pro-
vide the background on some of the aspects in this area).
Meyerson [21] suggested a simple and elegant algorithm
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for the online uncapacitated facility location with com-
petitive ratio of O(log n). Fotakis [15] suggested a
primal-dual algorithm with better performance guarantee
of O(log n/ log log n). Anagnostopoulos et al. [4] con-
sidered a different set of algorithms based on hierarchical
partitioning of the space and obtained similar competitive
ratios. The survey [16] summarizes the results in this area.
As a remark, [9] already considered connections between
facility location problems and clustering. Interestingly,
their algorithm is often referred to as “the doubling algo-
rithm” since the cluster diameters double as the algorithm
receives more points. In our work the facility location cost
is doubled which is technically different but intuitively re-
lated.
2 Semi-Online k-means Algorithm
We begin with presenting the semi-online algorithm. It as-
sumes knowing the number of vectors n and some lower
bound w∗ for the value of the optimal solution. These as-
sumptions make the algorithm slightly simpler and the re-
sult slightly tighter. Nevertheless, the semi-online online
already faces most of the challenges faced by the fully on-
line version. In fact, proving the correctness of the online
algorithm (Section 3) would require only minor adjust-
ments to the proofs in this section.
The algorithm uses ideas from the online facility lo-
cation algorithm of Meyerson [21]. The intuition is as
follows; think about k-means and a facility location prob-
lem where the service costs are squared Euclidean dis-
tances. For the facility cost, start with f1 which is known
to be too low. By doing that the algorithm is “encour-
aged” to open many facilities (centers) which keeps the
service costs low. If the algorithm detect that too many
facilities were opened, it can conclude that the current fa-
cility cost is too low. It therefore doubles the facility cost
of opening future facilities (centers). It is easy to see that
the facility cost cannot be doubled many times without
making opening new clusters prohibitively expensive. In
Algorithm 2 we denote the distance of a point v to a set C
asD(v, C) = minc∈C ‖v−c‖. As a convention, if C = ∅
then D(v, C) =∞ for any v.
Consider some optimal solution consisting of clusters
Algorithm 1 semi-online k-means algorithm
input: V , k, w∗, n
C ← ∅
r ← 1; q1 ← 0; f1 ← w∗/k log(n)
for v ∈ V do
with probability p = min(D2(v, C)/fr, 1)
C ← C ∪ {v}; qr ← qr + 1
if qr ≥ 3k(1 + log(n)) then
r ← r + 1; qr ← 0; fr ← 2 · fr−1
end if
yield: c = arg minc∈C ‖v − c‖2
end for
S∗1 , . . . , S
∗
k with cluster centers c
∗
1, . . . , c
∗
k. Let
W ∗i =
∑
v∈S∗i
||v − c∗i ||22
be the cost of the i-th cluster in the optimal solution and
W ∗ =
∑k
i=1W
∗
i be the value of the optimal solution. Let
A∗i be the average squared distance to the cluster center
from a vectors in the i-th optimal cluster.
A∗i =
1
|S∗i |
∑
v∈C∗i
‖v − c∗i ‖22 =
W ∗i
|S∗i |
.
We define a partition of the cluster S∗i into subsets that we
call rings:
S∗i,0 = {v ∈ S∗i : ||v − c∗i ||22 ≤ A∗i }
and for 1 ≤ τ ≤ log n
S∗i,τ =
{
v ∈ S∗i : ||v − c∗i ||22 ∈ (2τ−1A∗i , 2τA∗i ]
}
.
Note that we consider only values of τ ≤ log n since
S∗i,τ = ∅ for τ > log(|S∗i |). To verify assume the contrary
and compute A∗i .
Theorem 1. Let C be the set of clusters defined by Algo-
rithm 1. Then
E[|C|] = O
(
k log n log
W ∗
w∗
)
.
Proof. Consider the phase r′ of the algorithm where, for
the first time
fr′ ≥ W
∗
k log n
.
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The initial facility cost f1 is doubled at every phase during
each of which the algorithm creates 3k(1+log n) clusters.
The total number of clusters opened before phase r′ is
trivially upper bounded by 3k(1 + log n) log fr′f1 . Which
is, in turn, O(k log n log W
∗
w∗ ) by the choice of f1.
Bounding the number of centers opened during and af-
ter phase r′ is more complicated. Denote by S∗i,τ,r the
set of points in the ring S∗i,τ that our algorithm encounters
during phase r. The expected number of clusters initiated
by vectors in the ring S∗i,τ during phases r
′, . . . , R is at
most
1 +
∑
r≥r′
4 · 2τA∗i
fr
|S∗i,τ,r| .
This is because once we open the first cluster with a center
at some v ∈ S∗i,τ the probability of opening a cluster for
each subsequent vector v′ ∈ S∗i,τ is upper bounded by
||v − v′||22
fr
≤ 2||v − c
∗
i ||22 + 2||v′ − c∗i ||22
fr
≤ 4 · 2
τA∗i
fr
by the (squared) triangle inequality for v, v′ ∈ S∗i,τ .
Therefore the expected number of clusters chosen from
S∗i during and after phase r
′ is at most
∑
τ≥0
1 + ∑
r≥r′
4 · 2τA∗i
fr
|S∗i,τ,r|

≤ 1 + log n+
∑
τ≥0
4 · 2τA∗i
∑
r≥r′
|S∗i,τ,r|
fr
≤ 1 + log n+ 4
fr′
∑
τ≥0
2τA∗i |S∗i,τ |
≤ 1 + log n+ 4
fr′
A∗i |S∗i,0|+
8
fr′
∑
τ≥1
2τ−1A∗i |S∗i,τ |
≤ 1 + log n+ 4
fr′
A∗i |S∗i |+
8
fr′
∑
τ≥1
∑
v∈S∗i,τ
‖v − c∗i ‖2
≤ 1 + log n+ 4
fr′
W ∗i +
8
fr′
W ∗i
≤ 1 + log n+ 12W
∗
i
fr′
.
Summing up over all i = 1, . . . , k using
∑
iW
∗
i = W
∗
we obtain that the expected number of centers chosen dur-
ing phases r′, . . . , R is at most
k(1 + log n) + 12W ∗/fr′ . (1)
Substituting fr′ ≥W ∗/k log n completes the proof of the
theorem.
Before we estimate the expected cost of clusters opened
by our online algorithm we prove the following technical
lemma.
Lemma 1. We are given a sequence X1, . . . , Xn of n in-
dependent experiments. Each experiment succeeds with
probability pi ≥ min{Ai/B, 1} where B ≥ 0 and
Ai ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. Let t be the (random) num-
ber of sequential unsuccessful experiments, then:
E
[
t∑
i=1
Ai
]
≤ B.
Proof. Let n′ be the maximal index for which pi < 1 for
all i ≤ n′.
E
[
t∑
i=1
Ai
]
=
n′∑
i=1
Ai Pr[t ≥ i]
≤
n′∑
i=1
Ai
i∏
j=1
(
1− Aj
B
)
≤ B
n′∑
i=1
Ai
B
i−1∏
j=1
(
1− Aj
B
)
≤ B.
The last inequality uses Ai/B ≤ pi < 1 for i ≤ n′.
Theorem 2. Let W be the cost of the online assignments
of Algorithm 1 and W ∗ the optimal k-means clustering
cost. Then
E[W ] = O(W ∗) .
Proof. Consider the service cost of vectors in each ring
S∗i,τ in two separate stages. Before a vector from the ring
is chosen to start a new cluster and after. Before a center
from S∗i,τ is chosen each vector v ∈ S∗i,τ is chosen with
probability p ≥ min{d2(v, C)/fR, 1}. Here, C is the set
of centers already chosen by the algorithm before encoun-
tering v. If v is not chosen the algorithm incurs a cost of
d2(v, C). By Lemma 1 the expected sum of these costs
is bounded by fR. Summing over all the rings we get a
contribution of O(fRk log n).
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After a vector v ∈ S∗i,τ is chosen to start a new cluster,
the service cost of each additional vector v′ is at most ‖v−
v′‖2 ≤ 4 · 2τA∗i . Summing up over all vectors and rings,
this stage contributes are most 4
∑
i
∑
τ ·2τA∗i · |S∗i,τ | ≤
12W ∗ to the cost of our solution. All in all, the expected
online k-means cost is bounded by
E[W ] = O(fRk log n+W ∗) .
We now turn to estimating E[fR]. Consider the first
phase r′′ of the algorithm such that
fr′′ ≥ 36W
∗
k(1 + log n)
.
By Equation 1 the expected number of clusters opened
during and after phase r′′ is at most k(1 + log n) +
12W ∗/fr′′ ≤ 43k(1 + log n). By Markov’s inequality
the probability of opening more than 3k(1 + log n) clus-
ters is at most 4/9. Therefore, with probability at least
5/9 the algorithm will conclude while at phase r′′.
Let p be the probability that our algorithm terminates
before round r′′. Since the probability of concluding the
execution at each of the rounds after r′′ is at least 5/9 we
derive an upper bound
E[fR] ≤ pfr′′−1 + (1− p)
+∞∑
r=r′′
fr · 5
9
·
(
4
9
)r−r′′
< fr′′ + fr′′ · 5
9
+∞∑
i=0
2i ·
(
4
9
)i
= O(fr′′)
Combining E[fR] = O(fr′′) with our choice of fr′′ =
O( W
∗
k(1+log n) ) and our previous observation that E[W ] =
O(fRk log n+W
∗) completes the proof.
3 Fully Online k-means Algorithm
Algorithm 2 is fully online yet it defers from Algorithm 1
in only a few aspects. First, since n is unknown, the initial
facility cost and the doubling condition cannot depend on
it. Second, it must generate its own lower boundw∗ based
on a short prefix of points in the stream. Note that w∗ is
trivially smaller that W ∗. Any clustering of k + 1 points
must put at least two points in one cluster, incurring a cost
of ‖v − v′‖2/2 ≥ minv,v′ ‖v − v′‖2/2.
Algorithm 2 Online k-means algorithm
input: V , k
C ← the first k+1 distinct vectors in V ; and n = k+1
(For each of these yield itself as its center)
w∗ ← minv,v′∈C ‖v − v′‖2/2
r ← 1; q1 ← 0; f1 = w∗/k
for v ∈ the remainder of V do
n← n+ 1
with probability p = min(D2(v, C)/fr, 1)
C ← C ∪ {v}; qr ← qr + 1
if qr ≥ 3k(1 + log(n)) then
r ← r + 1; qr ← 0; fr ← 2 · fr−1
end if
yield: c = arg minc∈C ‖v − c‖2
end for
Theorem 3. Let C be the set of clusters defined by Algo-
rithm 2. Then
E[|C|] = O
(
k log n log
W ∗
w∗
)
= O (k log n log γn) .
Here γ = maxv,v′ ‖v−v
′‖
minv,v′ ‖v−v′‖ is the dataset “aspect ratio”.
Proof. Intuitively, for the same lower bound w∗ Algo-
rithm 2 should create fewer centers than Algorithm 1
since its initial facility cost is higher and it is doubled
more frequently. This intuition is made concrete by re-
tracing the proof of Theorem 3 to show
E[|C|] = O
(
k log n log
W ∗
w∗
)
.
To get a handle on the value of W ∗/w∗, observe that
W ∗ ≤ nmaxv,v′ ‖v − v′‖2. Combining this with the
definition of γ we get log(W ∗/w∗) = O(log γn).
Theorem 4. Let W be the cost of the online assignments
of Algorithm 2 and W ∗ the optimal k-means clustering
cost. Then
E[W ] = O(W ∗ log n) .
Proof. We start by following the argument of the proof of
Theorem 2 verbatim. We arrive at the conclusion that
E[W ] = O(fRk log n+W ∗)
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where fR is the final facility cost of the algorithm and R
is its last phase. Showing that E[fR] = O(W ∗/k) will
therefore complete the proof.
Consider any phase r ≥ r′′ of the algorithm where r′′
is the smallest index such that
fr′′ ≥ 36W
∗
k
.
Let nr be the number of points from the input the algo-
rithm went through by the end of phase r. Let qr be the
number of clusters opened during phase r and q′r the num-
ber those who are not the first in their ring.
qr ≤ k log(1 + log nr) + q′r
The term k log(1+log nr) is an upper bound on the num-
ber of rings at the end of stage r. We pessimistically count
at most one (the first) cluster from each such ring. Follow-
ing the argument in the proof of Theorem 1 that lead us to
Equation (1) we conclude E[q′r] ≤ 12W ∗/fr.
Algorithm 2 only advances to the next phase if qr ≥
3 log(1 + log nr) which requires q′r ≥ 2k(1 + log nr).
By Markov’s inequality and the fact that E[q′r] ≤
12W ∗/fr ≤ k/3 the probability of reaching the next
phase is at most 1/6.
We now estimate E[fR]. Let p be the probability that
our algorithm finishes before round r′′. We have
E[fR] ≤ pfr′′−1 + (1− p)
+∞∑
r=r′′
fr · 5
6
·
(
1
6
)r−r′′
≤ fr′′ + fr′′ · 5
6
+∞∑
i=0
2i ·
(
1
6
)i
= O(fr′′)
Since fr′′ = O(W ∗/k) the proof is complete.
4 Experimental Analysis of the Al-
gorithm
4.1 Practical modifications to the algorithm
While experimenting with the algorithm, we discovered
that some log factors were, in fact, too pessimistic in
practice. We also had to make some pragmatic deci-
sions about, for example, how to set the initial facility
cost. As another practical adjustment we introduce the
notion of ktarget and kactual. The value of ktarget is the
number of clusters we would like the algorithm to out-
put while kactual is the actual number of clusters gener-
ated. Internally, the algorithm operates with a value of
k = d(ktarget − 15)/5e. This is a heuristic (entirely ad-
hoc) conversion that compensates for the kactual being
larger than k by design.
Algorithm 3 Online k-means algorithm
input: V , ktarget
k = d(ktarget − 15)/5e
C ← the first k + 10 vectors in V
(For each of these yield itself as its center)
w∗ ← half the sum of the 10 smallest squared distances
of points in C to their closest neighbor.
r ← 1; q1 ← 0; f1 ← w∗
for v ∈ the remainder of V do
with probability p = min(D2(v, C)/fr, 1)
C ← C ∪ {v}; qr ← qr + 1
if qr ≥ k then
r ← r + 1; qr ← 0; fr ← 10 · fr−1
end if
yield: c = arg minc∈C ‖v − c‖2
end for
kactual ← |C|
4.2 Datasets
To evaluate our algorithm we executed it on 12 different
datasets. All the datasets that we used are conveniently
aggregated on the LibSvm website [14] and on the UCI
dataset collection [7]. Some basic information about each
dataset is given in Table 1.
Feature engineering for the sake of online learning is
one of the motivations for this work. For that reason, we
apply standard stochastic gradient descent linear learning
with the squared loss on these data. Once with the raw
features and once with the k-means features added. In
some cases we see a small decrease in accuracy due to
slower convergence of the learning on a larger feature set.
This effect should theoretically be nullified in the pres-
ence of more data. In other cases, however, we see a sig-
nificant uptick in classification accuracy. This is in agree-
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Dataset nnz n d
20news-binary 2.44E+6 1.88E+4 6.12E+4
adult 5.86E+5 4.88E+4 1.04E+2
ijcnn1 3.22E+5 2.50E+4 2.10E+1
letter 2.94E+5 2.00E+4 1.50E+1
magic04 1.71E+5 1.90E+4 9.00E+0
maptaskcoref 6.41E+6 1.59E+5 5.94E+3
nomao 2.84E+6 3.45E+4 1.73E+2
poker 8.52E+6 9.47E+5 9.00E+0
shuttle 2.90E+5 4.35E+4 8.00E+0
skin 4.84E+5 2.45E+5 2.00E+0
vehv2binary 1.45E+7 2.99E+5 1.04E+2
w8all 7.54E+5 5.92E+4 2.99E+2
Table 1: The table gives some basic information about the
datasets we experimented with. The column under nnz
gives the number of non zero entries in the entire dataset,
n the number of vectors and d their dimension. Much
more information is provided on LibSvm website [14] and
in the UCI dataset collection [7].
ment with prior observations [11].
4.3 The number of online clusters
One of the artifacts of applying our online k-means algo-
rithm is that the number of clusters is not exactly known a
priory. But as we see in Figure 1, the number of resulting
clusters is rather predictable and controllable. Figure 1
gives the ratio between the number of clusters output by
the algorithm, kactual, and the specified target ktarget.
The results reported are mean values of 3 runs for ev-
ery parameter setting. The observed standard deviation of
kactual is typically in the range [0, 3] and never exceeded
0.1 · ktarget in any experiment. Figure 1 clearly shows
that the ratio kactual/ktarget is roughly constant and close
1.0. Interestingly, the main differentiator is the choice of
dataset.
4.4 Online clustering cost
Throughout this section, we measure the online k-means
clustering cost with respect to different baselines. We re-
port averages of at least 3 different independent execu-
Dataset
Classification
accuracy with
raw features
Classification
accuracy with
k-means features
20news 0.9532 0.9510
adult 0.8527 0.8721
ijcnn1 0.9167 0.9405
letter 0.7581 0.7485
magic04 1.0000 1.0000
maptaskcoref 0.8894 0.8955
nomao 0.5846 0.5893
poker 0.5436 0.6209
shuttle 0.9247 0.9973
skin 0.9247 0.9988
vehv2binary 0.9666 0.9645
w8all 0.9638 0.9635
Table 2: Corroborating the observations of [11] we report
that adding k-means feature, particularly to low dimen-
sional datasets, is very beneficial for improving classifi-
cation accuracy. Indeed enabling online machine leaning
to take advantage of this phenomenon is one of the moti-
vations for performing k-means online.
20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
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Figure 1: The figure gives the ratio kactual/ktarget on the
y-axis as a function of ktarget on the x-axis. The value
ktarget is given to the algorithm as input and kactual is
the resulting cardinality of the center set C. We clearly
see that this ratio is roughly constant and close 1. Inter-
estingly, the main differentiator is the dataset itself and
not the value of ktarget.
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tions for every parameter setting. In Figure 2 the reader
can see the online k-means clustering cost for the set of
centers chosen online by our algorithm for different val-
ues of ktarget and different datasets. For normalization,
each cost is divided by f0, the sum of squares of all vec-
tor norms in the dataset (akin to the theoretical k-means
cost of having one center at the origin). Note that some
datasets are inherently unclusterable. Even using many
cluster centers, the k-means objective does not decrease
substantially. Nevertheless, as expected, the k-means cost
obtained by the online algorithm, fonline, decreases as a
function of ktarget.
20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
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Figure 2: Online k-means clustering cost (fonline) as a
function of ktarget for the different datasets. For normal-
ization, each cost is divided by f0, the sum of squares of
all vector norms in the dataset (akin to the k-cost of once
center in the origin).
The monotonicity of fonline with respect to ktarget
is unsurprising. In Figure 3 we plot the ratio
fonline/frandom as a function of ktarget. Here, frandom
is the sum of squared distances of input points to kactual
input points chosen uniformly at random (as centers).
Note that in each experiment the number of clusters used
by the random solution and online k-means is identical,
namely, kactual. Figure 3 illustrates something surpris-
ing. The ratio between the costs remains relatively fixed
per dataset and almost independent to ktarget. Put differ-
ently, even when the k-means cost is significantly lower
than picking k random centers, they improve in similar
rates as k grows.
The next experiment compares online k-means to k-
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Figure 3: On the y-axis, the value of fonline divided by
frandom. The latter is the cost of choosing, uniformly at
random, as many cluster centers (from the data) as the on-
line algorithm did. A surprising observation is that this
ratio is almost constant for each dataset and almost inde-
pendent of ktarget (on the x-axis).
means++. For every value of ktarget we ran online k-
means to obtain both fonline and kactual. Then, we invoke
k-means++ using kactual clusters and computed its cost,
fkmpp. This experiment was repeated 3 times for each
dataset and each value of ktarget. The mean results are
reported in Figure 4. Unsurprisingly, k-means++ is usu-
ally better in terms of cost. But, the reader should keep in
mind that k-means++ is an offline algorithm that requires
k passes over the data compared with the online compu-
tational model of our algorithm.
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